WELCOME TO LORELEI’S UNIVERSE
Through decades of practicing as a psychologist as well as working with awakening
processes, I have realized that the only veil that keeps us from the light, love and peace, that
we long for, is the separation from our true selves.
The alchemy crystal singing bowls are pure light and their pure frequencies and universal
harmonies awaken us to that space of sacred wholeness (holiness) within us that was
always there, even though we forgot it through eons of cultural conditioning on Earth.
Reconnecting with this sacred space within us – the most beautiful place in the Universe –
is the essence of healing.
The materials of the crystals, gemstones and precious metals have many other healing
properties.
But the essence of healing is to realize that we are already, and always were, whole (holy).
Let the beautiful frequencies of the alchemy crystal singing bowls flow in, through and
around you and shed away the ancient layers and belief systems that have had us believe
that we are impure and flawed as human beings.
Thus we re-member ourselves and become whole once again.
Many blessings, Lorelei

ABOUT LORELEI
Lorelei is a Danish psychologist from the University of Copenhagen and she has 20 years of
experience as a psychologist. She is the owner of Matzau Business Psychologists – a consultancy
company, comprising of 15 business psychologists specialized in stress management and working
with developing people, companies and organizations.
As a life long musician Lorelei combines her psychological and spiritual work with the
transformational and meditative frequencies of alchemy crystal singing bowls, which she plays at
her concerts and ceremonies.
Lorelei is the owner of Lorelei’s Concert Hall in Copenhagen, where she plays concerts and
conducts ceremonies for large audiences. Lorelei’s Concert Hall is a magnificent 200 years old
mansion in Copenhagen that in it self is a vortex of swirling energies and cosmic sound.
Lorelei is also the author of five books, and she has recorded 15 albums of sacred music, guided
inner journeying and meditation.
Lorelei is a ceremonialist and crystal singing bowl master and she commutes between Los
Angeles and Copenhagen giving sacred concerts, sound baths and ceremonies. All Lorelei’s
ceremonial events have the purpose of activating the seeds of divine light in our human
consciousness.

ALCEMY CRYSTAL SINGING BOWLS
Lorelei works with more than 60 alchemy crystal singing bowls – all produced by Crystal
Tones in the US.
Alchemy crystal singing bowls are made of a wide variety of different pure quartz crystals
that have been infused with gemstones and precious metals, such as rose quartz, ruby, gold,
emerald, platinum, sun stone, diamond, rose gold, moldavite etc.
Each bowl thus has a variety of effects that interact which each other in ever
expanding alchemies; clearing, activating, restructuring, rebalancing and healing
the audience.
The alchemy bowls are lighter and more exquisite than the white classic crystal
singing bowls. The alchemy bowls emit a pure, cosmic sound that expands into a multitude
of vibrant overtones.
Through sound, vibration and intent they assist in clearing blockages and elevating our
state of consciousness to ever more refined levels.
Lorelei works with more than 60 alchemy bowls that are all produced by Crystal Tones in the
US.

CONTACT LORELEI
You are welcome to request personal sessions as well as
ceremonies, sound baths and concerts.

Lorelei’s Universe – concerts, ceremonies & sound
baths.
e: lorelei@loreleiuniverse.com
p: US +1 (323) 621 1252
p: DK +45 28440777
w: www.loreleiuniverse.com
f: facebook.com/majkenloreleimatzau
i: instagram.com/loreleisuniverse
y: youtube.com/loreleisuniverse

